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ABSTRACT
When analysis of variance is used, statistically

significant differences say or may not be of practical significance
to educators. A large part of the problem is due to the fact that a
"zero difference" null hypothesis can always be rejected
statistically if the sample size is large enough. If, however, a
method based on the noncentral P distribution is used, trivial
differences cannot attain statistical significance. The (non-zero)
null hypothesis is now rejected at the alpha level when the chserved
F exceeds the noncentral F cutoff point where the noncentrality
parameter delta (sub0) is determined by the minimum practical
difference set by the researcher. (Author)
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A NONCENTRAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MODEL

RELATING STATISTICAL AND PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Introduction

Statement of the Problem

One of the most widely used methods of analyzing research data in

the behavioral sciences is the analysis of variance (ANOVA), particularly

the fixed effects model (Morrison & Henkel, 1969). Integrally tied in

with this model is the idea of hypothesis testing in the form of tests

of statistical significance. Of three types of statistical inference--

01) point estimation, interval estimation, and hypothesis testing--behavioral

c-) scientists have devoted themselves almost exclusively to hypothesis test-

i() ing (Heermann & Braskamp, 1970).

Several writers have criticized the current use of ANOVA (Selvin,

CYZ
1957; DuBois, 1965; Bakan, 1966; Lykken, 1963; Fleiss, 1969; Overall,

1969). Other writers have suggested that with appropriate corrective

steps, the basic ANOVA model is an exemplary method of analyzing data and

obtaining meaningful results (Horst, 1967; Kempthorne & Doerfler, 1969;

Winch & Campbell, 1969).

Some critics have argued that tests of significance, as done in

ANOVA, essentially should not be used (e.g., Morrison & Henkel, 1970);

however, the pervasive influence of tradition has been recognized

(Sterling, 1959; Rozeboom, 1960; Lykken, 1968; Heermann & Braskamp, 1970).

More recently Walker and Schaffarzick (1974) while reluctantly using the

criterion of statistical significance to compar2 studies, expressed the

hope for an improved methodology.
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It would seem valuable to modify the ANOVA model such that some

inherent weaknesses including those discussed by the aforeMentioned

critics, are overcome. In particular, it would be desirable to relate

practical significance more closely to statistical significance.

The notion of practical significance is complex in and of itself.

There is no commonly accepted method of determining practicality. In

educational research, where outcomes-are not easily described in cost-

benefit terms, it is often quite difficult to decide if a difference due

to treatment is of.educational or practical significance. Nevertheless,

such assessments of practical significance are being made, and the

current ANOVA model does not adequately handle the issue of practical

significance.

An analysis of variance model, based on the noncentral F distribution.,

is presented in this paper as an attempt to improve upon the currently

used ANOVA model, in particular in the area (?f the inadequate handling

of practical significance.
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Review of Related Rese:irch

Criticisms of Significance Testing

The literature critical of significance testing has appeareA mainly

in the past 15-17 years (Morrison & Henkel, 1970). Periodically researchers

have been reminded that statistical significance does not necessarily

imply practical significance (Selvin, 1957; DuBni:i.. 1965; Mendenhall,

1968; Glass & Hakstian, 1969). In essence, what this warning says for

the ANOVA case is that F tests with their'associated p (for probability)

level of significance are not sufficient means for assessing results.

Nevertheless, reviewers sometimes use only significance levels when com-

paring results from several studies (e.g., Eysenck,-M50; Bracht, 1970).

Other authors have treated significant F values as implying sizable

differences (Guilford, 1956; Mendenhall, 1968). Guilford (1956, p. 275)

described the ANOVA results of a study:

The F ratio for machines is significant beyond the .01 point,
leaving us with considerable confidence that the machine
differences, as such, have a real hearing upon the difficulty
of the task.

Strictly speaking, such a significant F could have resulted where the

differences were trivial (in the practical sense). The following theorem

proves that for any predetermined (small) number, a statistically signifi-

cant'F (for J = 2) or t ratio can be obtained, but such that the differences

due to treatment are less than that predetetmined number.



Theorem: For any c > o, and o <I1-721<c, there exists an No

such that if sample size N > No, then t is statistically signi-

ficant for an ordinary t-test. (In layman's terminology: With

a large enough sample size, statistical significance is obtain-

,le no matter how trivial the difference in means is.)

Proof: Let c > o be given with 'Xi' - X-21-c'clihitut loss

tIt'

qv

of generality, assume: sl s2 S (homogeneity

ance satisfied), and n1 n
2

= n sfie

.*.N ni 4. n2 2n

Then Iti = (Ii - T21)/(s(2/n)h)

(1111(1X1 - 1.21)/(s(2)!1)

Require that n1/4 > 105(24)/(1Xi - Xil)

n>200s2/11j - T22

Therefore, if N 2n > 400s2/1171 - 7212, then

10s24 X21
Iti 10

Ilj - Xil s/2

t is statistically significant

Q. E. D.



BecEuse of the reliance on statistical significance iri current

research clethodology, a misleading picture appears in the litera-

ture. A classical example was described by Bakan (1966). Suppose

Ho (the null hypothesis) is true in the population. Accordingly

if tests of significance are carried out by 1U0 independent re-

searchers, those 95 (approximately) who do not get statistical

signiffcance probably will not bother to publish their findings.

The five who do attain statistical significance will be more in-

clined to publish their findings and they will make Type I errors.

Part of the misinterpretation of p values is due to a misunder-

standing of what the probabilities relate to. Camilleri (1962)

defined_ three types of probability: (1) intrinsic probability

between population variables (e.g. inia population of scores what

is the probability.of a score being greater than one population

standard deviation above the population mean), (2) auxiliary prob-

ability between a sample and a population (e.g. maximum likelihood

estimates), and (3) inductive probability relating to the probable

validity of a hypothesis; that is, scientific inference. He

asserted that significance tests have been used for assessing in-

ductive probability' when really they are more appropriate for

auxiliary probability.

Morrison & Henkel (1969) argued persuasively that, statisti-

cally speaking, most research does not qualify from the standpoint

of legitimate use of significance tests. They presented the

following paradigm:
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Type of Population Sampled

Type of Sampling Technique Specified Unspecified

Prgbability A
Nonprobability

The only legitimate use of significande tests is with studies in Category A,

Several writers have criticized the all-or-none method involved with

significance testing (Rozeboom, 1960; Bakan, 1966; Meehl, 1967). Science

progresses by adjustments of degree of belief rather than firm decisions.

Bakan feels that the tests have little if anything to contribute to
!

scientific inference. He does agree with Rozeboom that the tests are

appropriate for making null hypothesis decisions.

R. A. Fisher (1959, p. 44) issued a caution about the interpretWon

of significance levels:

They (tests of significance) do not generally lead to any
probability statements about the real world, but to a
rational and well-defined measure of reluctance to the
acceptance of the hypotheses they test....

Accepting the Null Hypothesis

Some writers have advocated the accepting of H0 if a significant

statistic is not observed (Walker & Lev, 1953; Guilford, 1956; Guenther,

1964; Kirk, 1968; Glass & Stanley, 1970). Yet statisticians often have

warned against such practices unless the power (probability of rejecting

H
0

when the alternative hypothesis is true) is known (Berkson, 1942;

Peatman, 1963; Mendenhall, 1968). Cohen (1969); however, has shown

that in typical psychological research, irwer of greater than .90 would

require larger samples than are usually available.

To emphasize the inappropriateness of accepting Ho without knowing

the power,,the proof of a simple theorem is presented whidh states that
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for a given level of significance, there exist normal distributions

such that the F or t statistic will not be significant, but the size

of the effects will be larger than any predetermined number.

THEOREM: There exist distributions satisfying the ANOVA assump-

tions such that the null hypothesis is not rejected, but the means

differ by more than any pre-given number. (In layman's terminol-

ogy: If, upon a non-significant test statistic, you,accept Ho,

then you may be calling a huge difference a "zero difference. ")

Proof: (2-sample case) Let c > 0 be given. Require that

- > c.. qithout loss of generality, assume sl = s2 = s

and nl = n2 = n.

Then t = (Xl - X2)/s(2/n)15 = n1/2(KI - X2)/12s

Let s = 17.-1 - V n1/2

Then t = (114(X1 72)/(40'1 X2 n1/4)

. lb/

= t .707 (not significant)

Q. E. D.

This proof indicates that a researcheipho accepts H0 may be calling an

essentially infinite difference a "zero difference." McNemar's (1962)

suggestion of using three regions (acceptance, suspended judgMent, and

rejection), depending on the size of the p, doeS not overcome this objection.

Conventional Rejection Levels

The subservience to using conventional levels (e.g., .01 or .05)

was criticized over 30 years ago along with the very phrasing of "test

of significance." (Snede6or, 1942). Desoite more current warnings about
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the ready acceptance of conventional significance levels (McNemar, 1962;

Winer, 1962; Slough, 1963; Skipper, Guenther, & Nass, 967; Labovitz,

1968), the American Psychological Association Publication Manual (1S7)

advocates the use of asterisks to indicate the various conventional levels.

DuBois (.1968) has contended that conventional levels promote objectivity.

Rosenthal and Gaito reported a "cliff" effect where researchers

.4 showed a greatest loss of confidence between p=.05 and p=.10 (Rosenthal

& Gaito, 1963). However, a subsequent replication did nct find.this

effect (Beauchamp & May, 1964). Both studies noted that students and

faculty in the field of p hological research expressed more confidence

(degree of belief in research findings) in the sam9 p values based on

100 than on 10 cases in the samiole, despite the fact that this meant

that the smaller sample usually exhibited a larger difference.

Estimating Sample Size

Much attention has been devoted to the estimation of sample size

with regard to detecting differences as statistically significant.

Winer (1962) and Cohen (1969) produced tables that are diffq,cult to use.

A simpler method was presented by Overall and Dalai (1968). Most of

the writers in this area have emphasized sample size or power with

regard to obtaining statistical significance rather than sharpening of

estimates. For example, Cohen (1969) defined "power" as the probability

that an investigation would lead to statistically significant results.

Such a-definition implies that the purpose of increasing power is to

increase the probability of obtaining statis'ical significance. It

a'.so means that absurdities logically follow; for example, a larger

sample is sometimes deemed less desirable than a smaller one without any
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mention of cost effectiveness (Hays, 1963). If, however, power is

defined in terms of sharpness of estimates rather than ability to detect

differences.as statistically. signifiCaht,' then such an anomaly does not

arise, for in this case, the larger the4ample, the'better the estimate.

Furthermore, if the statistical level of significance is related to the

level of practical significante.,.. then the importance of sample size is

placed in proper perspettiveince a zero null hypothesis can alwayS

be rejected with a large enough sample under the ordinary ANOVA model

(see page 4), the decision making depends more on N than on the

estimation of the parameters. The noncentral ANOVA that is proposed in-

this,paper will result in a closer relationship-between estimation and

decision making.

Confidence Intervals

The most commonly accepted method of treating practical significance

statistically is the use of confidence intervals around linear com640--

ations of means. These,confidence(intervals are described in most

educational statistics hooks, but are offered more as options than as

recommended and expected procedures (Gdilford, 1956f-McNemar, 1962).

Nevertheless, several educational researc4er'S are beginning.tu use 'con-

fidence interval procedures---in.particular, the postqloc MetPodsof Tukey

andSchef4(Scilesepost-hoc"procedures control the

Type I error (rejecting a null hypothesis when, in fact, it is true) ,for

all contrasts, and as such are a-definite improveieht coift the pructice

of computing several,t-tests. Hbwever,,since postipecontrasts 41,1V:

. C , .

computed after a statistically stglificant F test without regarVor

practfcal significance, much effort m Spent on putting bounds around
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trivial results. What is needed is an F-type test which is significant

in the statistical sense only if the results are also of practical

significance.
-0.

Another confidence interval approach has been advocated by Rosenkrantz

(1972). The use of "direct confidence intervals" can promote the control

of the probability of indecisive results and thus provide opportunity

to study the weaknesses of the model under consideration.

Measures of Association

Another accepted reans of attempting to relate practical signifi-

cance with statistical significance is the use of measures of association

like (.)

2

(Hays, 1963), which represent the percent of variance explained

(Nuthially, 1960; Duggan & Dean, 1968). These measures, tolike the,,x,,

values associated with the F test, are relatively independent.of sample
:

size (Kennedy, 1970).

Summary of Related
Ar:

statizstic4U,significance, as 'commonly used, have been

freque jtly criticized. "S-uggested improvements have also net with tri ism

(..zt

particularly' becaUse of the continued lack of relationship betwe&

statistical and practical significance. Well known writers have-advo-
,,

iniervals and measures of

',toys of a Ssing practical significance.

cited inappropriate
9

GO

a 45.6.E ti*:wert
.4.C'

, t - , ,

''64 6.4; ika*-i s also ne&ded.i:s.":laif,:f. 0 test that relates statistical 4inda.
- _

,.. l'. ,°,:,, =°'''

practi cal S'i ci1 fi cla-nce .,
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Noncentral Analysis of Variance

Related Research and Theory

ANOVA's peculiar characteristic of sometimes resulting in statistical

but not practical significance leads to the following situation: a

statistical rejection of the null hypothesis can coincide with (1) a

practical difference, or (2) a trivial difference.

Some researchers regard levels of significance as indications of

the degree of certainty in the results. This certainty, however, refers

to the probability that the true difference is not exactly zero. It

does not refer to the size of the difference. With a large enough sample,

a difference can be miniscule and yet the p value could easily imply

that it is very certain that the true difference is not exactly zero.

Consider also the following example:

R) = 7, ni = 2, T2 = 2, n2 = 2,
Spooled 1.

--.

1
Then t = (1 - Y ) / S q ,+ ) s = 5

= 5.

2

If the low p value (p < my obtained is used as a measure of certainty,

then this example show's a case where one would be "certain" about the

results based on a sample of only four subjects.

The most commonly accepted solution to the statistical-practical

significance dilemma seems to be one of first ascertaining statistical

significeace and second assessing the practical significance of any

statistically significant results. In essence, the statistical test

does not necessarily match up with the practical one.

Sifice practicality often is assessed polt hoc (after the statistical

test), it is reasonable to ask for an a priori :before the test)
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assessment so that a more appropriate null hypothesis can be used. The

unquestioning acceptance of always using a zero difference null hypothesis

has been criticized by several writers (Grant, 1962; Kerlinger, 1964;

Cohen, 1969).

For the .two sample t-test, it has been suggested (Dixon & Massey,

1969; Pena, 1970) that if d represents a practical difference, then the

test statistic is

to
(11 72) d

+ S22/In.

In this case the use of the ordinary t statistic would amount to asking

the wrong qUestion. Instead of asking whether there is a difference at

all, researchers usually should,be asking whether or not there is an

educationa; or practical difference. Instead of asking whether a Datsun

gets better mileage than a Cadillac, we should be asking how many more

gallons a Datsun gets and whether this difference is of practical impor-

tance.

Using Dixon and Massey's model, if a researcher obtains a statisti-

cally significant difference then it will also be of practical significance

(i.e., greater than the preassigned value of d). Basically this procedure

results in the test of the appropriate (non-zero) null hypothesis.

As indicated earlier, analysis of variance needs a similar procedure

since trivial differences may be statistically significant, and Tukey's

or Scheffe's confidence interval procedures (Scheffe, 1959) would merely

be putting bounds around trivial differences. Fortunately, the noncentral

parameter4the noncentral F distribution provides an analog to the d

used in the t statistic just described. Again if the minimum practical
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difference is greater than zero, then use of the ordinary F test amounts

to asking the wrong question.

Once a researcher has determined what constitutes a practical

difference, then the reit problem is tc associate this difference with

the appropriate noncentrality parameter. If this 6 is correctly deter-
.

mined, then the new model guarantees that statistical significance will

be related to practtpal significance.. The influertce of sample s ze on

the F value is no linger a problem since as N increases, d also increases

in such a way that the criticalF valde is automatically adjusted upwards

to compensate for the increase in the F statistic due to the larger

sample size.

Estimating the Noncentrality Parameter Associated with a Practical

Difference

Kirk (1968) defined the ncncentrality parameter) as
"No

1/ r t g 7
110 Iv oci . / retA Cf = y Pv GI; -Pi /61 =

where J = number of treatments'
nj = number of subjects in the jth treatment

pj al mean,of the jth treatment

p. = grand mean
,

ae2 =-error variance

The nonceVrality parameter expresses the size of the effects in

terms of the ;;differences betWeen the various group means and the grand

mean. When one speaks',of practical differences, he is usually referring

to the differences between treatments rather than the difference between

each treatment and the overall mean. Of course:, if a,researcher4.could

relate what he considers a prac ffference with the squared

1Tang's
(19381 classic on power defin d the noncentrality parameter as

= 6//Jt

a

I
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differences between the group means and the grand mean, then he could

directly substitute into the formula for 6, and thus determine the non-

centrality parameter associated with a practical difference.

Since, however, differences among treatments is the more common

approach, these differences will be related to 6 by the following

theorem2:

A

2
Gini (undated) proVed a similar theorem for the relationship
between goc: and ( IA

jaor r-111

a.



-15.

.z tz
THEUteEM: g = (M - 14^ )

iLA ix

where J = number of treatments, u mean of ith treatment,
.7

oti ittz -/a.. where IL.._ (EA:)l1.

Proof:

3'

it, (t: ("4#-it-) (14t P-) f +(UI /4)z
.441 As. Alf \L /14 , ,414. s - t."

(44, +.. ar (Al

,24;8 # z kA:lf11)
72 64! fdti AC/it;Zt

0401. 4 fm,)15)

i

7 4. A;,441_

< <)

.1 goti I- 1) 4 14; e i.4;,11;;.( .1;

Q. E. D.

( )4 ig I 414 41,4.,413 414 ) 4...4

A 0 43 4 tAy.. -41-po /4I +1419

= (At , s ) 4 ( /14 . ,)t't +(,M .as)14...+

L (
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The main purpose of this theorem is to enable the researcher

to relate practical differences-, which can be expressed in terms

of (us - pk), to 6, which is a function of (us - p..)2. It woulu

be difficult if the researcher had to translate practical differ-

ences in terms of (pi - p..).

Given K treatments let M g the minimum practical average

difference between treatments, expressed in terms of absolute

values.

M- i4i-,t4.1

(11

average of pairwise differ-
ences (absolute values)

Consider the case where cell sample sizes are.equal, Since
J,

A
(

z / z z%
d = -4 441 // and the previous theorem showed that

ZJ
:

)1.1 'it Lriro";-,1401
)aj c g a

i's ZksT

2r, A 1

then a reasonable trial substitution for Z.-.10(_ is M LtY-Haj
The square of the average of the pairwise differences is to be

substituted for the average of the (differences)2. So we have

(lr riet!)4(.4.4i Az I 7-9
Prf J ive f

Cri

At 111 (3-1) rt /4
For J g 3, we have S a -----r---- Tic`

a-.

Besides using the minimum practical average M, it is also

possible to substitute the individual minimum pairwise differences

if these can be stated by the researcher:---In addition, orthogonal

a-priori contrasts may be performed with a 6 being determined by

the particular contrast. Post-hoc contrasts like Scheff6's can

still,be used as currently practiced since they control the Type I
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error for all contrasts, independent of the truth of the null hypothesis

(Scheffe, 1959).

2
Let R = a measure of how good an approximation results from

using M2 in place of
2

By using several sample sizes, means,

and variances, a computer program was used to compute several such ratios.

R turns out to be a function of the relative distances between the means;

for example, the lowest ratio (and therefore, the best estimate) w,As

obtained when the means were equally distant (e.g., II . 7, u2 . 10, V3 a 13).

The worst estimate occurred when two means were as far away from the third

means as possible (e.g., pl = 0, 112 = 15, 1,3 a 15). In between, the

ratio was exactly determined by the variable e = la - bl/(a + b) where
2

Accordingly 6 can bea 4 IU1 121, b 1u2 - 031 and v1 < P2 11.13.

readily determined by multiplying 5 by R.
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Figure 1: R in Terms of Position of Means

a

PE

Special cases:

i) e = 0 => R = 1.13 (best estimate)

b

e = 1a-b1/(a+b)

azb

e = 1a-b1/(a+b)
= 0/(a+b) c 0

It P5

ii) e = 1 => R c 1.5 (worst estimate)

14
a b 0

L

P3

e = 1a-b1/(a+b)
= a/a
=1
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Figure 2: R 62/62 as a Function of

e I(P2-111)-(u3-112)1/61-11)

.2 .3 it .5 .6 .7 .9 1.0
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Performing the Noncentral F Test

Once the a-priori practical difference is used to determine

80, an ordinary F test is performed to test the hypotheses:

Ho : 62 < 6.; (there is no practical difference)

H1 : 62 > as!) (there is a practical difference)

Instead of rejecting Ho when the observed F > 'Fv1, (1-d),

now Ho is rejected when the observed F > F'vl, 60 (1-0, the

noncentral F cutoff point.

Patnaik's Approximation of Noncentral F

The noncentral F distribution (denoted by F') has been tabled

only partially (Johnsen & Welth,-1939; Barton, David, & O'Neill,

1960; Severo & Zelen, 1960; Tiku, 1966). Unlike central F, F'

cannot, in general, be expressed in closed form (blishart, 1932;

Price, 1960. A reasonably complete F' table would probably be

too unwieldy for practical use (there are 389 pages in Resnikoff

and Lieberman's Tables of the Non-central t-distribution, 1057).

Ofthe several approximation procedures developed, Patnaik's_ (1949)

seems the most usable since it utilizes the already available and

familiar central F tables.

Although Patnaik's method involves laborious computation

(Feldt & Malmoud, 1958; Grubbs, Coon, & Pearson, 1966), the result-

ing formulas for the fixed effects ANOVA flaw are relatively simple.

The accuracy of Patnaik's approximation has been verified in sev-

eral studies (Pearson, 1952; Tukey, 1957; Sankaran, 1963; Seber,

1963). A brief outline of the method appeai.s in the Appendix to

SCheffe's_The Analysis of Variance (1959)
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roximation for AtiOVA

It can be -Shown that E (X.1y5):: yte and variance

.zX. noncentral

with noncentrality parameter S nitYlicrif
I"

A possible approximation of A.,/,er is c. x ro.

Equating means and variances of the two distributions, we get

crix. Si (since E ( ) and cz(Z tOr: Zv+f!2
c=am u y Z d'= since var (X) =2v . Solve for c and 17

a

Z 4tcr where

(Scheffi, 1959)1

2
P + c) = 24" t
er(c1÷C) /(ci-c) = 2y 3cr2

62(C +1)/ (c = Z v + 5

CIA (c -I) (2P + 384)
117 - .3"Arz) = - - 2P - 3J z PC (- z6 -Zv) TT/

= d'/c(c -1) = fr_e_fato # /( d'144) (ft

grI1W/C Z gfi+Ao)

( - -9 t' ear)

Noncentral F can be considered as (U1 /v1)/(U2/y2) where Ul is Xv.,,t

and U2 is

r_
It' -

ia&
2 St+ 1.1 604 &Id I g.t -
-7Zr tzts#A) 4 vs A. Algr

Z L

------------- , E (1-,) (f -t).+ (7-11.7 F

where Pr. 2 cr:1)- ci-1) -2F -1

Art, C118

c Cri14)F17:,

Scheffe's problem IV.4 Oas an error in it. The expression s

Pr (i s ( x-nti +5)-39 should 'read Pr (x-d')(14 -2t,

2 42.21
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With the formulas for o
1
and

of variance can now be performed.

example, notice that the observed

for an ordinary ANOVA.

Illustrative Example

Noncentral ANOVA:

J -3 N.60 n.20 a
e
2m25

Fv1, v2, a a noncentral analysis

In the following illustrative

F statistic would be significant

1. Researcher states that the average difference between pairs
of treatment must be greater than 10 in order for there to
be a practical significance,

2. The sample means are 38.9, 51.6, 53.3; P = 47.8

bziis-Fils ='' AtE IZ.7, 6= 1.7

e 1441 iC44.6) = 11.011.1.4

M 20 (tot)
3. cr = a 80

25-

cc
z

= cr .= (go) = log

4. 17, = FziCZF-/) Z214.9/ff.4 =Pi.2
5- F (. fs), (4,14 F (.151"--N

(tog tz) Fly.zo s7 Is)
SS (01) lc 13.5

ti

Since F < 93.5, do not reject "H
0'

There is no practical differ-
ence."ence."

Monte Carlo Test of Noncentral ANOVA

Rationale;

The CAL DEVIATE computer_ program (Hutchinson, 1967) was used

to generate pseudorandom samples from three normal populations
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with the following parameters: ul 40, 42 a 50, u3 U 55;

012 u 022.. 032 a25; ni . n2 a n3 a 20. The Jionte .Carlo test.

for noncentral ANOVA is based ooldthe following rationale:

(1) Suppose a researcher has been abli,P.04flate a minimum

average prattical diffe eke. amonOpe.404 grogps------kmettod

described eartler rela s this functionally to io where the

researcher wants a.stat stically significant result to imply that

the average differences among groups are such that 6, > 60. (2), If

the populations are set up such that:irWulation 6 60,,then

a verification of the Model 'would require that for a Type I error

rate of cg, 1004 of the time the observed F would ,exceed the

41

tabled or compute&oncentral F. Figure 3 presents pictorially

what is happening.",

Figure

Rejection Region for Noncentral ANOVA

Reject. Ho' : 62 a 602

if the observed F

is greater than

F'vi, v2, so (1 -a)

0, , 444-01; ( - s)

al
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Notice that if the ordinary ANOVA were used, a statistically

significant result would occur imuch:more often than 100a% of.the

time even though the true differences are not sufficient to be of

practical. significance..

Procedure:

Ono 'hundred analyses of variance were run using the BMDO1V

program. The population' is set up so that ft barely misses

meeting the criterion of having, practical difference. In ANOVA

'lTupothesis testing language:

Ho: 62 820 there is no practical difference

H
1*
'62 >.62o there is a practical difference

where Opop = 4)2. Since 3( (sample mean) is an unbiased estimate

of (population mean), the grand means of the three entire

samples generated're used in calculating epop. Each ui repre-

sents the mean of-all the data generated from th 4th population.

. 39.95, 112 = 50.44, )74 . 54,99

. 48.46 . grand mean of all the samples combined

al . 6.53, a2 . 1.98, a3 "= -8.51 (li = ui -

012 . 42.64, a22 = 3.92, (132 72.25.=> /cti' 118.81

2 3

= aq/e1
201118.81)

25

94.84

The rejection point is F' y, er (1

where F s F observed. Fpop = 1 62/2, 01

f.

- a) e F F i-pc)

= F2/ (2F - 1) 4;;
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These formulas were derived earlier in this paper.

F - 1 21-118- = 48.42, O. =
(48.42)2

. 24.5
2 2(48.42) - I

Fivi, 6 (1 - a) . (48,42) F24.5,57 (1 -

OC = 102,65 for 0-.2',"01

. 82.31 for a == .05

73.11 for a . .10

Since 100 samples were run, approximately 1 F value should

exceed 102.65, about 5 should exceed 82.31, and about 10 should

exceed 73.11.

'Table 1 compares the expected with the actual number of

F values exceeding the various cut-off points.

)

Table 1:

Summary of Monte Carlo Test of Noncentral ANOVA

Expected number Actual number
a exceeding cut off exceeding cut off

.01 1 0

.05 5 8

.10 10 11

The misfit for a . .05 is not as bad as it seems, since of

the 8 exceeding 82.31, three were barely above that value (82.36,

82.56, and 82.89).

Summary

The Monte Carlo test, in general, verified that the non-

central ANOVA procedure is operating et near the appropriate

.Type I error rate. Notice that an ordinary ANOVA procedure would
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have yielded 100 statistically significant results where the

population has imposed upon it the characteristic of no practical

significance.
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Summary and Discussion

Some of the common inappropriate uses of the traditional analysis

of variance and also the shortcomings inherent in the ANOVA model itself

have been described. The ANOVA model was modified to integrate practical

significance with statistfcal-significance. The modified version, based

on the noncentral F distribution, included procedures for estimating the

required noncentraltty parameter 6, given that the researcher can state

a priori what constitutes a minimum practical difference among the group

means.

This proposed noncentral ANOVA would seem to be an improvement over

ANOVA in several aspects:

1. No longer can trivial (in the educational sense) results

attain statistical significance- Hence, the illogic of the concept,

of "too large a sample" does not exist apart,from cost effectiveness.

2. The researcher is forced to relate numerical scores with

practicality instead of analyzing scores in and of themselves.

3. Post-hoc contrasts (e.g.;. Scheffe, Tukey) are computed only

around non-trivial (in the educational sense) -results.

4. A statistical rejection can no longer be followed by two

contradictory outcomes. In ordinary ANOVA, statistical significance

can go with (1) no practical significance or (2) a practical difference.

With noncentral ANOVA, statistical significance goes only with practical

significance because the appropriate hypothesis is being tested.

If noncentral ANOVA becomes widely used:it would be desirable

to have easily used noncentral F tables where a researcher need only
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specify v2, and 6 to obtain the corresponding noncentral F value.

Tne various partial tables now in existence are geared mainly for

power calculations and not readily usable (e.g., Tang, 1938; Cohen, 1969).

The overall.importance of the procedures presented in this study

is the bringing together of statistics and practicality. This synergism

enables not only more meaningful presentation of results, but also the

poweftuj use of statistics in a complementary rather thanritualistic

way.

1The use of noncentral ANOVA can improve the quality of data analysis,

while at the same time be straightforward enough for understanding and

use by practitioners. E. S. Pearson (1938, p. 471) aptly described the

importance of noncomplex concepts for users: Sk

If the object of the mathematical statistician is to provide
tools for practical use, it seems important that the connexion
between the abstract and the perceptual should be expressible
in terms of the simplest possible probability concepts.

Noncentral ANOVA would seem to meet this criterion while at the same

time provide a means of eliminating some of the crucial shortcomings

of the currently used ANOVA model.
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